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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss X-ray radiography as a means of obtaining quantitative space distri-
butions of void fractions in highly-transient, multiphase flows. The technique and the calibration
of the instrument are discussed in detail, and its application in the MAGICO-2000 experiments is
used to illustrate its potential in providing unique information about the interactions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of steam explosions involves intense three-fluid (melt or high-temperature solid
clouds interacting with a coolant subjected to phase change - boiling or condensation) interactions.
That is, very rapid transients in two or more spatial dimensions, and as such is at the frontier of
multiphase flow science including the formulation of the field equations and constitutive laws on
the one hand, and experiments intended to help identify mechanisms or verify mathematical models
on the other. The internal structure of such transient multiphase interaction zones is of particular
interest and value in this endeavour, but probing this internal structure presents major experimental
challenges. To a large degree this is due to the hostile environment created by the high temperature
melt, or the presence of solid particles in the case of using particle clouds.

One of the main parameters of interest in multiphase flows is the void fraction, i.e. the volume
of the gas phase with respect to the combined volume of gas and liquid phases. The measurement
of this quantity by attenuation of radiation has received a great deal of attention and numerous
techniques have been developed that utilize gamma [Kendoush, 1989; Liaw and Dhir, 1989; Jiang
and Rezkallah, 1993; Thiyagarajan et al., 1995J, beta [Jordan and Leppert, 1962], neupon [Mbiki
et al., 1993; Glickstein et al., 1995; Harvel et al., 1995; Nfishima and Hibiki, 1996; Takenaka, et
al., 1996] or X-ray radiation [Jones and Zuber, 1975; Ikeda et al., 1983; Gomi and Hasegawa,
1984]. The attenuation is usually quantified by detectors, which, after comparison to a reference
signal and a calibration curve, yield an average ("chordal") value for the void fraction across the
measurement region. All utilize continuous sources, with an emission duration between few seconds
and hundreds of seconds. Most techniques perform a time average and are thus applicable to steady
state measurements only. Others perform measurements at high temporal resolution: Sith 197 
was capable of detecting, with a single collimated X-ray beam traversing diametrically a 288"
diameter pipe, a change in void fraction with duration less than 100ILs; Narabayashi et al 1984],
with a high-speed X-ray scanning system, measured the void fraction across a 30mm pipe at 200
Hz; Harvel et al. 996] with 18 X-ray sources and 122 detectors around a 4.5cm pipe sampled the
cross-sectional void fraction with 4ms resolution. All methods, however, are limited to very small
control volumes.

For very local and instantaneous measurements, other techniques are available that are based on
photon attenuation; for instance FLUTE [Angelini et al., 1992], which has the main merit of being
based on local rather than chordal attenuation of light in a fluorescing medium and thus yielding
point and not averaged information about the flow. In highly-multidimensional flows, however,
such as the prefixing process described below, not only is there a requirement for instantaneous
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measurements, but also for global spatial mapping, in order to really understand for a given instant
how the phases are distributed over a large area. The purpose of this paper then is to identify the
experimental/instrumentation issues related to such a measurement, and to present results from one
approach using flash X-ray radiography, in addressing them. Flash X-ray radiography, as opposed to
the above-mentioned techniques, utilizes a radiographic (photographic) type of film that is exposed
by a flash X-ray, the duration of which is of the order of 10-7 seconds, and records information that
is then analyzed a posteriori. The short duration of the exposure is ideal for highly-transient flows
and is unmatched by any other attenuation technique. Spatial resolution is limited by the grain size
of the film, and as such can be smaller than 10-4 m. Another unique feature of this technique is
that, with a hernispherically emitting X-ray source, there is virtually no limitation in the size of the
image that can e recorded. While flash X-ray radiography has been used by others in the study
of multiphase flows Zavaglia and Lindsay, 1989], it has been only at the qualitative level, because
of limitations connected to the implementation of the technique. In this paper we show that these
limitations can be overcome in practice, to yield a truly accurate quantitative tool. This tool is
especially valuable when the flow regime is highly-transient and multidimensional as in the case
studied here.

The concept of our technique is based on the different attenuation that X-rays undergo when
traversing absorbing media. This attenuation depends strongly on the density of the media, thus,
by sending X-rays from a source to a radiographic film placed behind the zone of which we want to
know the void fraction, we can record (in terms of exposure on the film) information that represents
a pointwise chordal average through the zone. The resolution (contrast of the developed film)
and quality (sharpness of the developed film) of the measurement lead to considerations about the
intensity level of the X-rays, the positioning of the X-ray source relative to the zone of measurement,
the choice of film and intensifying screen, the chemicals and the times involved in the development
process. The paper covers these issues, together with a discussion on the calibration for this
technique. The calibration is given by a separate film, processed and developed as a separate entity
from the film containing the information of interest, and much care must be taken to ensure that the
calibration is indeed applicable to the measurement.

Application of the technique is illustrated for the mapping of volume fractions in the MAGICO-
2000 experiments. These adress the premixing phase of steam explosions, i.e. the initial mixing of
a hot liquid with a cold, more volatile liquid. The conditions generated by such mixing (i.e. volume
fraction distributions of the phases) determine whether an explosion can follow, and if so, they
determine the severity of it. Considering the postulated event of a core melt down, during which the
molten fuel would mix with cooling water, the study of premixing has become very important in
the nuclear industry. Also other industries, such as steel, paper and liquid natural gas transportation
to name a few, are very interested in the subject.

In the NlAGICO-2000 experiments, particle clouds at temperatures up to 20001C are dropped
into large pools of saturated and subcooled water with impact velocities of about 5m/s. The particles
are made of ceramic materials (zirconium oxide or aluminum oxide) and are 1 2 or 7mm in diameter.
The solid particles are meant to represent the coarsely broken-up hot liquid as it ixes with the
cold liquid. The choice of solid particles as opposed to a hot liquid prevents explosions, and allows
unambiguous testing with numerical codes, such as PM-ALPHA [Theofanous et al., 1996], used
to characterize, and predict, the event.

The X -ray technique presented in this paper is the ultimate tool for this investigation for the
following reasons:

- exposure time of 10-7 seconds;

- totally non-intrusive;

- mapping of all (three) phases with high contrast due to the high density difference between
steam and water and the particulate;
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- no physical limitation in the sampling volume.

In section 2 we explain the measurement principle. This is followed, in section 3 by a
description of the equipment utilized in this work. Section 4 discusses the calibration procedure,
while in section we present and discuss results from an actual measurement. Concluding remarks
end the paper in section 6.

2. THE MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

2.1 Absorption of X-rays

Consider the two-phase mixture of air and water shown in Figure .

air bubbles

film 0 X

L X-ray
V

wa

Fig. 1: Path of X-ray through two-phase mixture.

A planar beam of X-rays is attenuated by the exponential law describing photoelectric absorp-
tiont:

I = 1,,e

where I is the intensity at distance L, 1,, is the initial intensity andp is the attenuation coefficient
of the medium being traversed. For rays in Figure I traversing air and water, it is:

I I,e -jAL_ (2)

where
AmLm AwLw + AaLa (3)

and L,La are the total lengths of water and air respectively that the rays traverse. The attenuation
coefficient is a strong function of the density of the medium, that is,

,Oa << /w (4)

and equation 2) becomes:
I = Ie (5)

t Aside from absorption, X-rays are attenuated by Thomson scattering, Compton scattering and
pair creation. The photoelectric absorption is predominant: scattering can be neglected and pair
creation is not present at our energy levels. This has been verified experimentally in our studies.
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The attenuation coefficient also depends on the energy of the X-rays, and this provides additionally
some latitude in discriminating quality when other materials present need to be imaged.

From equation (5) we see that the intensity of the rays reaching the image intensifiers (which
then produce photons that expose the film) will depend on the amount of water that the ray had
to traverse, and as such contains information regarding the chordal average void fraction through
the mixture. In order to utilize this information, we take advantage of the photographic effect of
X-rays, discussed next.

2.2 The photographic effect in X-rays

The photographic effect can be treated quantitatively as follows [Brown, 1966]. The key
quantity is the so-called density D of the developed image. It is related to the light transmission
properties of the developed film, as well as to the intensity of the radiation that exposes the film. If
the incident and transmitted-through light intensities are I and It, the density can be written as:

I!
D = loglo ' (6)

it,

On the other hand, the density is related to the photon intensity, Iph, that exposes the film, by:

D = ylogjoE A = Yj0g10,rjph A (7)

where E is the exposure, is the exposure time, -y is a characteristic of the emulsion and the
processing details (including temperature) and A -is a constant (see Figure 2.

A 
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Fig. 2 Characteristic curve relating density and exposure.

So, for fixed 7 -y, 1 and A we can relate It' at any point on the film to the photon radiation that
exposed the film at that location. This can be done through a calibration procedure that establishes
directly that relationship. Moreover, we can obtain a quantitative description of the contrast, an
important quantity expressing the discriminating value of the measurement. The contrast C is
defined as:

Cj = D- - D (8)

where Di and Dj are the densities at two points on the film (C expresses the contrast between two
such points). Therefore, by combining we have:

I phI r.
2.3Cij = In -y1n' -- yp.(Lwi - Lwj) (9)

gh
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Thus, the contrast is a sensitive measure of the quantity of water present in the path of the
X-rays. It is also proportional to the gamma of the developed image. The characteristic curve,
and therefore the gamma, is determined by the nature of the emulsion, that of the developer, the
time and temperature of development. The gamma value increases with development time up to a
maximum value, then decreases again. Some developers give higher values of gamma than others,
as do different emulsions. For highest contrast one must select the best set of emulsion (i.e. film),
chemicals, development time and temperature, in combination with the range of possible exposures
that maintain the densities within the straight portion of the characteristic curve.

2.3 Geometric considerations

Ultimately, we are interested in maximizing the contrast and the sharpness of the developed
film. Beyond what has been said above, these are affected by the geometry of the set-up. Radio-
graphs (i.e. the developed films) are shadow pictures of objects placed in the path of X-ray beams
and therefore their appearance is materially influenced by the relative positions of the object, the
film and the source of the rays. The left picture in Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between an
object and its shadow when illuminated by rays coming out of a point source. The shadow shows
some enlargement, since there is some distance between it and the film, though there is no loss of
sharpness. When the source of the rays is not a point but has a finite area, as it is in reality, then, as
the right picture in Figure 3 shows, the shadow is not perfectly sharp, and the degree of sharpness
varies with the distances involved.

Fig. 3 Shadow created by a point source (left), shadow and loss of sharpness due to a finite source
(right).

Sharpness can be maximized by placing the film as close as possible to the region of interest,
and the source as far as possible from it. However, for a hemispherically-emitting source the
intensities decay as and therefore there is an upper limit for the distance between the source of

r
the X-rays and the film. This upper limit also depends on the energy level chosen for the X-rays,
which can be varied by charging the source to different voltages. Since in general the attenuation
coefficient increases for decreasing X-ray energies, it follows from equation 9) that low energies
maximize the contrast and are thus preferable. This further reduces the maximum distance at
which the source can be placed. Eventually, the ideal image is obtained when beam energy, set-up
geometry, and processing details are chosen to give the best combination of contrast and sharpness.
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3. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION, PROCESSING AND DIGITIZATION

The equipment utilized in the work described in the remainder of this paper is:

1) X-ray generator by Hewlett-Packard, model 43734, equipped with a soft X-ray tube with
variable energy capability up to 450 kV.

2) X-ray films by KODAK, model X-ornat AR2.

3) X-ray cassettes with intensifying screens by Kiran Intensifying Screens, model Lightning Plus.

4) Processing is made by hand, under the most rigorous and repeatable conditions, at a local
custom printing shop.t

5) The radiographs are scanned by a drum scanner, model Iteck 200S, at a resolution of 20 dpi
in grayscale.

4. CALIBRATION PROCEDURE,
MEASUREMENTS AND UNCERTAINTIES

4.1 Calibration

To calibrate the instrument for a water/air (or steam) system, we create within our measurement
volume a set of known voided regions of different lengths, and then trigger the X-ray source. The
so-obtained radiograph is then digitized and analyzed, and the resulting signals corresponding to
the densities of the individual voided regions represent our calibration data. A radiograph exposed
during the multiphase flow of interest will then be analyzed according to that calibration. This
requires comparing radiographs exposed and processed separately and maybe even days apart,
and we must ensure that the process is repeatable and yields the same results film after film.
Consequently, many calibration shots are taken and checked for consistency. As an additional
compatibility check, witness marks are placed in the upper comers of the film. These are pieces of
copper, machined to different thicknesses so as to yield different exposures on the film. The path of
the X-rays leading to them is protected by stainless steel tubes placed inside the test section, so that
the exposure corresponding to these witness marks is unaffected by the events in the measurement
region. As shown later on, the thicknesses of the witness marks are selected so as to provide an
intrinsic calibration for each film.

Figure 4 shows the calibration device: a set of six empty PVC pipes with lengths ranging
from 2 to 7 inches, sealed at the extremities with thin discs of acrylic. Acrylic attenuates X-rays
in a manner very similar to water, so that the presence of the discs does not affect the calibration.
Sample particles of two different sizes are glued to the front of each of the PVC pipes, which enables
us to establish the limits of recognizability for these particles when imersed in a two-phase flow.
The need for this is explained later. The set is immersed into the test section, 8.5 inches wide, thus
allowing us to calibrate for void fractions from 23.5% to 82.3%, in steps of 11.7%. Figure shows
a sample calibration radiograph. The six circles of gradually-increasing darkness correspond to
the exposures given by the different amounts of void on the path from the X-ray source to the film
through the PVC pipes. In the center of each circle we can distinguish the sample particles. 'Me
bright area around the circles is due to the water in the tank, and yields a calibration signal for
0% void. Similarly, the air space above (dark area) yields a calibration signal for 100% void. In
the upper comers of the radiograph, the witness marks and the outline of the protective tubes are
visible.

I Aweto Custom Printing, (805) 962-3378. This choice was the result of the superior quality
of the so-obtained films and the excellent repeatability of the results, in contrast with randomly
varying exposures obtained with automatic processors, such as the KODAK M35 XOMAT. Such
processors, however, could be used if maintained and inspected at very rigorous levels.
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Fig. 4 Calibration device.

5 " 2

Fla. 5: Calibration radiograph.
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The di-itization, or scanning, of the film in Figure produces a map of pixels to which a valueZ) ZD

between (black) and 255 (white) is assigned depending on the pixels' density (8-bit grayscale
scanning). The histogram of the so-obtained signals in each area corresponding to one step of
void is then analyzed- The mean value is retained as the calibrated value for the corresponding
void fraction, and the standard deviation as a measure of uncertainty in the measurement. Figure
6 shows the so-obtained calibration points and the respective standard deviations. The continuous
line is a third-order polynomial curve fit and is used to represent the complete calibration curve.
Note that the resolution in signal is highest for void fractions over 60%, well suited to our purpose
of measuring phase distributions in highly-voided premixing transients. By changing the charging
voltage of the X-ray source, its position relative to the film, the type of film and/or the chemicals
used to process the film, the curve can be tailored to yield highest resolution for other void fraction
ranges.

250

200

150

C
Cn

100

50
calibration CX-5
curve fit

0
0 20 40 60 80 100

Void Fraction [%]

Ficr 6 Sample calibration data and curve fit.

From the radiograph, we also obtain a signal for each of the witness marks. When adding
these signals to the plot, for convenience we place them on the horizontal axis so that they intersect
the calibration curve obtained from the same radiograph. Figure 7 shows calibration curves and
witness marks data from three radiographs exposed and processed several weeks apart. Note
that there is some discrepancy between the curves: this is expected in light of the many possible
fluctuations in the whole process (slight differences in X-ray charging voltage, differences between
individual films, chemicals and their dilution before processing. This discrepancy, however, is
small. Moreover, the signals from the witness marks are consistent to within ±2Tc': the 25/1000"
thick copper piece corresponds to - 78%, the 60/1000" thick copper piece corresponds to - 65%
of void, the 90/1000" thick copper corresponds to - 43% of void and the 15011000" thick copper
corresponds to - 26% void. Note that in calibration CX-5 the 25/1000" had been replaced with a
35/ 1 000" piece (data not shown), and that in CX-7 two more witness marks were present (data not
shown in Fi-ure 7 for ease of comparison; it is present in Figure 10).
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Fig. 7 Calibration curves and witness marks from different radiographs.

The first important conclusion here is that in spite of possible fluctuations in the process, there
is consistency in our calibration. The second important conclusion is that the witness marks
aLlow us to scale the calibration curve. Ibis is what earlier in the text we had referred to as
"intrinsic calibration": if there was a discrepancy between the witness marks of a radiograph taken
of a multiphase flow and those of the calibration radiographs, the former could still be analyzed to
a very good degree of accuracy by scaling the calibration through the witness marks.

4.2 Measurements and uncertainties

For a binary system of water/steam (or air), a calibration curve as obtained in Figure 7 is
sufficient for a complete analysis of a radiograph of the two-phase flow. The error in the mea-
surement, accounting for the standard deviation in the signals from Figure 6 and the variability
between radiographs shown in Figure 7 is less than 5%. In the presence of a third phase, such as
the particulate utilized in prefixing experiments, the parts of the film that do not contain particles
are again analyzed according to the calibration curve. The parts that contain particles on the other
hand are discarded as far as void fraction measurement, but can be utilized to measure the particle
volume fraction as discussed in the appendix. It is important to note that the particles can be easily
distinguished from the other phases, as Figure shows, even at very low void fractions. If the
discarded area is large with respect to the rest, the question arises on whether the available void
fraction data is reliable. Discarded areas may contain void fractions outside of the ranges found in
the parts of the film suitable for analysis. One may then be able to keep the data as local chordal
information but not be able to discuss the global features of the flow. In our experiments this is not
the case, as particle volume fractions are low and not much of the film is to be discarded. Also,
void fractions are usually uniformly distributed, particles are dispersed and it is not expected that
the void fraction would vary in the regions shadowed by particles. This will become evident in the
analysis of the next section.
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5. AN ILLUSTRATIVE APPLICATION

5.1 Description of run b1600-0/13 and compatibility check with calibration

In this section we present results obtained from applying flash X-ray radiography to a rern�ixing
Z,

experiment in the MAGICO-2000 facility, referred to as a "hot run". The conditions for the run are
summarized in Table I.

Table I. Specifications of premixing experiments.

Z1600-0/13

Particle material ZrO2

Particle diameter (mm) 7

Total mass [kg] 4.8

Number of spheres -4,800

Particle cloud 20 x 16.5 x 36.4
dimensions [cm]

Particle temperature C] 1600

Volume fraction 7.25
prior to impact %)

Impact velocity [mls] 5

Water temperature C] 100
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The particle temperature is given by a pyrometer aimed at the particle cloud as it descends
towards the water. The particle volume fraction is an average value obtained from the size of
the cloud prior to impact as obtained from high-speed photography, triggered with appropriate
delay by the particle release mechanism. The impact velocity is obtained from freefall and verified
experimentally.

Figure shows a schematic of the tank and the dimensions of interest. The shaded areas in
the back of the tank represent the location of the X-ray films. The approaching particle cloud is
shown as a cube, the size of which is listed in Table I.

100

so

Fig. 8: Schematic of the experimental set-up in MAGICO-2000. All dimensions are in cm. Not to
scale.

Aside from the radiography and photography, two Sony Handycams; recorded the transient at
30 frames per second on Hig tapes. From these videos we observe that soon after the first particles
enter the water pool, strong boiling takes place in the mixing region. This, however, does not seem
to affect significantly the particle cloud, which penetrates through the 80cm of water in about 0.5
seconds. A large vapor chimney is seen to continue rising from the particles after they have settled
at the bottom for about 45 seconds, sign that much of the thermal energy is retained inside these
large (7mm) particles during their descent through the water.

The X-ray source was triggered 03 seconds after first impact of the particles on the water
surface. At that time, all of the particles have descended past the upper X-ray film. Figure 9 shows
a reduced image of the two radiographs. Qualitatively, we immediately see that the upper film is
vastly voided and that there aren't any particles aside from a few at the bottom of this film. Many
particles can be seen in the lower film, and the voiding here is much less evident.
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77,

Fig. 9 Print of radiographs taken 0-3s into the transient in ZbI600-0/13. Actual sizes are43x35cm
and 27 x 35cm.
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Before moving on to the quantitative analysis of the radiographs, we must check for compati-
bility with the calibration radiograph. Figure I I shows the calibration curve from radiograph CX-7
and its witness marks (note that here we have included the two marks that were missing in Figure
7).t The plot also contains the witness marks data from the radiograph exposed during the hot
run, placed at the same horizontal location as those from CX-7 as discussed in section 4 We see
that there is only a slight difference in the bighter regions (corresponding to low void fractions).
Finally, the plot also contains the calibration curve scaled for the hot run according to the witness
marks. The difference between the two calibration curves is very small, particularly at the high
void fractions 60% and higher) of interest here.

250

200

150

100

50 - calibration CX-7
+ witness marks CX-7
o witnessmarksZbI600-0/13

-calibration scaled to M1600-0/13
0

0 20 40 60 80 1 00
Void Fraction

Fig. 10: Comparison between witness marks and scaling of calibration curve for ZbI600-0/13.

5.2 Quantitative analysis and discussion.

Figure 1 1 shows a greyscale map of void fractions as obtained from the radiographs shown in
Figure 9 applying the calibration from Figure 10. White is assigned to all areas not of interest to
the void fraction analysis, such as the witness marks, the protective steel tubes, their supports and
all the particles. AR other colors define a range of void fractions as indicated in the color bar.

The quantitative analysis of the radiographs show the following:

1) The region just above the particle cloud is completely voided, with void fractions ranging
between 90 and 100%. The absence of particles in this region suggests that this "cavity" may
be partially due to the momentum transferred by the impacting cloud, and it is then maintained
by the strong vapor generation coming from below, where the particles are. Such cavities

An, Z.
have been observed to form in isothermal room-temperature runs as a consequence of the
redistribution of momentum from the particles to the water, which is displaced and leaves a
"hole" behind (Angelini, 1995; Angelini et al., 1995). However, such hole typically closes
soon after the particles have travelled some distance in the water, and typically 03 seconds

t Radiograph CX-7 was exposed the day before run Zb 600413, and chemicals from the same
batch were used for it and for the radiographs from Zb 1 600-0/13.
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Fia I : Grevscale map of void fractions at 0.3s after first particle impact on water in run ZbI600-
0/13 from X-ray analysis.
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after first impact it is totally closed (Angelini et al., 1997). Under the current conditions,
however, the strong vapor generation present in the mixing re-Ion dampens the momentum
transfer, which should reduce the extent of the cavity, yet the steam produced is itself capable
of maintaining the cavity.

2) Towards the bottom and the top of the cavity, isolated areas with void fractions in the 80-90%
range can be seen. These correspond to suspended water, again indicative of strong vapor
fluxes that carry water along with them.

3) There is a "gentle" void fraction gradient moving outwards from the center. The 80-90% void
fraction layer is evenly distributed around the cavity, followed by the 70-80% range and so
on. Values of about 50% are found at the edges of the radiographs. This again is a sign of
strong vapor fluxes coming from below: there is a natural "tunnelling" effect which makes
the vapor merge towards the center to form a chimney of vapor, thus the cavity; at the edges,
steam stretches out into the liquid region, yielding the mid-range void fractions. In isothermal
room-temperature runs, on the other hand, the void fraction drastically changes from 100 to
0%, as the only mechanism to produce the cavity is displacement of the liquid.

4) Particle volume fractions: the average apparent 2-D volume fraction (discussed in the ap-
pendix) for the lower radiograph is 78%, with values as low as 70% and 80% towards the
top. Using equations (A.4) and (A.7) in the appendix, this corresponds to a particle volume
fraction of 16%. Even assuming that all particles overlap in pairsl, this volume fraction
remains at levels around 3, which is less than half the volume fraction before impact. It
follows that the cloud, or at least its tail end, is "diluted" by the vapor fluxes rising through it.
This is also an important finding and completely different than in isothermal runs, where the
transfer of momentum causes the particles to "pack" at the front Angelini, 1995).

5) The void fraction is not very high in proximity of the particles. This statement is only qualitative
as we have at this time not yet performed a separate calibration for the smaller cassette in that
lower position. However, it appears that the highly-voided region begins towards the tail end
of the particle cloud. Assuming that the calibration is applicable also in this lower region,
we notice that in the lower radiograph, where many particles can be seen, the void fraction
ranges from 80-90% at the top to basically 10% and less towards the bottom. The region of
intermediate void fractions is very narrow, indicating that the strong vapor fluxes discussed
above originate and accumulate within a short distance.

6. CONCLUSION

Flash X-ray radiography has been shown to be a viable technique for the measurement of
void fraction in highly-transient, highly-multidimensional multiphase flows. It is the only method
available to obtain information over large regions. Through it, we have been able to recognize the
inner structures in the mixing of hot particles and water. In particular, we have been able to:

1) recognize the existence of a cavity, maintained by strong vapour fluxes;

2) observe the existence of suspended water in this cavity;

3) notice the presence of a smooth void fraction gradient at the boundaries of the cavity, suggesting
a tunnelling effect on the upward-moving steam, generating a chimney with decreasing void
fractions at the boundaries;

4) evaluate the particle volume fraction in the mixing region;

f This a conservative assumption as many particles can be clearly identified as not being shadowed
by others.
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5) establishtheexistenceoflowvoldfractionsintheregionsofrelativehighparticleconcentration.

With this information, we have learned the basic differences between the cavity format'
under momentum transfer only and under the combined effect of momentum and heat transfer.

Success of the technique is tied to considerations about X-ray physics, set-up geometry, pro-
cessing chemistry and processing procedure. The accuracy of the instrument is mostly affected by
the separate process regarding the calibration. This can be reduced to less than 5%.
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APPENDIX: PARTICLE VOLUME FRACTION MEASUREMENTS
BY MEANS OF FLASH XRAYS RADIOGRAPHY.

In this appendix, we show how flash X-ray radiography can be used to measure the volume
fraction of the particles, applying it to the case of a particle cloud falling through air. This involves
considerations about the 2-dimensional projection of a 3-dimensional region.

Consider the region shown in Figure A. 1, in which there is a uniform distribution of spherical
particles of diameter dp. Let 3 be the volume fraction of the particles.

W

L

Fig. A. : 3-dimensional mixing region.

The number of particles n present in the region is related to the volume fraction by:

4 d 3
-7r �M n8 (A. )
DwL

from which follows:
6DwL

�-di,33 (A.2)

Ideally, if there were no overlapping between particles, the maximum area that can be shadowed
by n particles will be:

27rd2 = 6DwL 7rdp = 3 DwL
Amax = n � �,33 - 03 (A-3)

4 7r d3 4 2 dp

If the X-rays are sent along the direction of the dimension D, the cross sectional area of the region
of interest is Lw, and the ratio between A,,,,,, and Lw gives what we refer to as "apparent 2-D
volume fraction" 2':

A,= 3 DwL 1 3 D
,621 '2 dp 03 Lw = 2 7-03 (A.4)

This value easily becomes greater than 1, i.e. overlapping must occur beyond a certain volume
fraction,33. For instance, for the following values:

D = 20cm
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dp = 0.24cm

)33= 002

one obtains 2'= 25
This mean that the particles, at a volume fraction as low as 2 and even overlapping in pa'

I irs,
will completely shadow the cross section of the cylindrical re-ion.

With this in mind. we analyze a radiograph showing a cloud of stainless steel particles, 2.4mm
diameter, fallina throu-h air, as shown in Flaure A.2.

C 1:1 1n

Fla- A.2: X-ray image of particles falling in air. Actual sze I I x 14 inches.
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When we do this, we must keep in mind that:

a) as the particles fall in air, their velocity increases in a manner that can be approximated by
free fall (maximum velocity is 2m/s, compared to a value of tern'llinal velocity of 20m/s).
Consequently, since the mass flow must remain constant, the volume fraction 03 of the particles
must decrease accordingly. This means that at the top of the film we should see more packed
particles than at the bottom (volume fraction and velocity at the release are 187% and 41 cm/s,
respectively, obtained from analysis of high-speed movie);

b) As Figure A.3 shows, due to the geometry of the set-up, most particles will produce a shadow
larger than its cross section.

L dL

d�

source
particle

plane of film

Fig. A.3: Increase in shadowed area because of point source.

Figure A.3 shows that a particle at a distance L from the X-ray source and dL from the film,
will produce a shadow which is larger than its own cross section, and the enlargement factor
is simply given by:

I LdLdp = dp (A. 5)
L

For our geometry, the average value for dL is 10crn, so that L = 40CM (X-ray-to-film distance
is 150cm) and correspondingly we have:

dp = 107 - dp (A-6)

The number of particles is still given by Equation (A.2) but the maximum shadowing changes
since a particle of diameter dp can give a shadow of diameter dp'. So on average, when all the
particles give that increased shadow, we find

(dp) 2

02 32 dp (A.7)

For our case, this would result in an increase factor of 1. 15.

To account for the variation Of 3 with height, we subdivide the film into horizontal layers, for
which we can define a velocity and correspondingly a volume fraction. Refeing to Figure A.2,
we find the values listed in Table A.I.
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Table A.I: Volume actions in horizontal layers

Layer Distance from particle velocity 03 02'[eqn(8)]
release [cm] [cm/s] 1%] 1%)

1 14.25 182 0.42 60.4
2 16.80 195 0.40 57.5
3 19.33 208 0.37 53.2
4 21.87 219 0.35 50.4
5 24.41 230 0.33 47.5
6 26.95 241 0.32 46.0
7 29.49 251 0.31 44.6
8 32.03 261 0.30 43.1
9 34.57 270 0.29 41.8

10 37.11 279 0.28 40.3
1 1 39.65 288 0.27 38.9

These values, obtained by means of simple mass conservation considerations, are now com-
pared with those evaluated from the radiograph. In this case there are only steel particles and air, the
contrast is very strong and the particles can be identified unmistakenably, so that the apparent 2-1)
volume fraction can easily be obtained. This yields Figure AA, showing the experimental values
relative to the 'central portion of the particle pour: the agreement is good, and the overprediction is
indicative of overlapping which a priori cannot be excluded even at these very low volume fractions.

100
e Experiment

9 Prediction
80

0

60

E
0
> 40

20

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Layer

Fig AA Comparison of particle volume fractions between free fall and X-ra analysis.y
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Session Chair: M. Ishii, Purdue University, USA

In addition to the Session Chair, the following meeting attendees were on the podium to lead the
round table discussion:

D. Bessette, NRC, USA
J. M. Delhaye, CEA, Grenoble, France
T. Fukano, Kyushu University, Japan
D. Grand, CEA, Grenoble, France
M. KawaJi, University of Toronto, Canada
J. Kelly, NRC, USA
F. Mayinger, Technische Universitift Miinchen, Germany

All of the above participated in the discussion. The comments by F. Mayinger and J.M. Delhaye
are reproduced below.

Comments by F. Mayinger:

Being more than 35 years active in developing and applying measurement techniques for fluid-
dynamic investigations in nuclear safety research, I may be allowed some "nostalgic" thoughts
in starting this panel discussion. Listening to the presentations of the younger generation, we, the
older members in the panel are inclined to ask what is a real new development and what is just
a re-invention of former ideas. I hink we should be more tolerant because our younger people
have the right to try again what we could not successfully finish years ago, and they have to
collect their own experiences, which means making mistakes, to a certain extent.

What are the new impressions I got during the meeting? There is an enormous push with
computer techniques, offering manifold and valuable possibilities to sample data and to evaluate
them, new measuring techniques and new sensors. Also, so called old measuring techniques,
which older generation could not successfully apply, now have new and promising chances in
combination with computerized data acquisition and evaluation. Examples are nuclear magnetic
resonance and ultrasonic sensors.

What do we need for:
more reliable operation of nuclear power plants
better risk assessment, and
hopefully, for the design of new reactors 
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We need:

a much better resolution of physical phenomena,

a better understanding of micro effects, phase-interface phenomena like interfacial friction
and heat and mass transport between the phases.

However, the material which an experimentalist can provide is usually only a part of what

theorists or code developers demand. Therefore, we have to ask how to balance the discrepancy

between experimental ability and theoretical demand. We need much closer cooperation between

theorists and experimentalists, which, hopefully, will lead to a better understanding of each
parties' standpoint. In formulating the demand of theorists, we have to ask what is desirable,

what can be realized and what can be fanced? The last question usually represents the limiting

factor. I, therefore, would like to recommend setting up a task force or a working group:

which discusses the linking between experimental possibilities and theoretical demands,

which defines what really needs to be known, to what accuracy, and for what application,

which can judge what can be measured, with what accuracy, and at what costs.

The task force or the working group should also make recommendations for enforcing certain

instrumentation and measuring techniques, and theorists should give advice whether and how

useful special experimental data will likely be for improving the quality of safety judgments.

Watching the comprehensive computer activities, I sometimes get the impression that the

"Engineering Instinct" of the older generation is missing more and more. Due to the fact that

older generations had much poorer tools to calculate fluid-dynamic processes, they had to estimate

and to compare with experimental fdings, which resulted in a certain "Engineering Feeling,"

which one can also call experience.

Comments by J. Delhaye:

Based on what was heard here, there are a number of questions that come to mind which

researchers in this field should ask themselves:

1 Is it worthwhile to develop expensive measuring techniques, such as a 2 M X-ray

tomography Which are the laboratories which could afford such a piece of equipment?

Pulsed neutron activation techniques were used 15 years ago with a certain success. Did

it lead to any scientific breakthrough in two-phase flow modeling? Were PNA techniques

used in laboratories other than the one where it was developed? (This is not the case for

NMR or neutron radiography. The equipment is available in many research centers and

can be adapted to two-phase flow studies without much effort.)
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2. Computer capabilities have enormously increased over the past few years. The situation

allows huge quantities of data to be provided. Are we able to synthesize all these data so

that the two-phase flow community can use them as internationally recognized

benchmarks?

3. Do we spend enough effort on developing measurement techniques for actual industrial

conditions in terms of pressure, temperature, fluid aggressivity, etc.?

4. Is there any possibility for the use of micro electromechanical systems (MEMS) such as

the ones developed by Professor Ho at the University of California, Los Angeles?

5. Do we always qualify our new measuring techniques by comparing the results with other

existing techniques?

6. Do we always go back to the literature where the principles of a measuring technique, as

well as its uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, can be found? This would avoid a waste

of time and, hence, a waste of money.
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